
3D printing (also called rapid prototyping) has become a hot topic in recent years. They
are great tools to bring your 3D designs into the real world and Blender can be a great
tool to use to design those ideas. There are many different 3D printing processes, but
the most common, and cheapest, system deposits thin layers of plastic onto a table.
Layers are typically around .25mm high with extruders squeezing plastic out of a hole
that is around .4mm in diameter. 3D printers were once very expensive, but have come
down in price in recent years where you can now buy good quality kits for as low as
$250-$350 that give you a nice build size. The RepRap.org movement is responsible for
bringing the  costs  down with  a  variety  of
printer  designs  through  their  open-source
movement. If you are interested in building
your own 3D printer, on the same site as the
Blender  Basics  Book,  you  will  see  a  page
dedicated to “3D Printing Resources” where
I  have pulled together  resources  from my
own experiences. I would also recommend
visiting  www.reprap.org for all things open-
source 3D printing. 

Fundamentals of 3D Printing

When  designing  3D  models  for  printing,  there  are  several  factors  that  must  be
considered for successful results. You need to be aware of the build size limits of your
machine, units you wish to work with, building with or without supports, and making sure
the mesh is  closed with no errors  in the geometry.  The process  for  3D printing is as
follows:

1. Design your project in your favorite 3D modeling program (Blender, SolidWorks, etc.)
2. Convert  the  file  to  a  .STL  format. STL  files  are  generic  3D  model  files  used  by  many

programs.
3. Slice the file in a popular slicing program. Creates the individual layers for the printer.
4. Create the G-Code file in the slicing program for the 3D printer to read.
5. Print  the part  in  your  3D printer.  The process  usually  takes hours,  depending on your

machine and part details. 
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Chapter 1- The Blender Interface

Using Blender to Create 3D Printer Models

Almost any 3D design software can be used to create models for printing with Blender
being one of those tools. Blender is not the easiest program for designing models, but
with a little practice you can create just about anything. Programs like SolidWorks and
Inventor  are  easier  because,  as  feature  are  added  to  the  model,  they  are
automatically joined to the mesh, unlike Blender where you need to manually do all the
Boolean operations to join features. Also, measurement systems in Blender can prove to
be more of a challenge.

Remember that 3D printers work like hot
glue guns,  only  more precise and a lot
hotter. Molten plastic cannot suspend  in
the air and needs some form of  partial
support  under  each  layer.  Look  at  the
picture to the  left for an example. While
angles greater than 45 degrees can  be
achieved,  keeping them at  45  degrees
or lesser will prove  more successful. 

The Manifold Mesh
One of  the  biggest  problems  that  you  will  encounter  with  Blender  more  than  in  a
traditional CAD program is the non-manifold mesh. Basically, a non-manifold mesh is a
mesh that couldn't  possibly  exist  in real  life because of  mistakes in geometry.  There
could  be  holes  where  faces  should  be,  or  flipped  faces,  or  double  vertices,  or
overlapping  faces.  Most  Slicing  programs  will  try  to  fix  these,  but  sometimes  the
problems are too bad to be fixed automatically. The best solution is to make a manifold
mesh from the beginning so things go well from start to finish.
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Non-Manifold Mesh Non-Manifold Mesh

Manifold Mesh Manifold Mesh

These meshed 
were joined 
together so that 
they each still 
have their original 
geometry 
overlapping. Will 
not print.

These meshed 
were joined 
together using the 
Boolean union 
feature, so a new 
mesh was created 
from the two. Fully 
closed, no 
overlap- will print.

This mesh 
contains a hole 
and an 
overlapping face 
(triangle face 
overlaps the 
square face). Will 
not print. 

This mesh is 
closed with no 
double faces or 
vertices. All 
faces are 
aligned and will 
print.



Tools for Modeling
Blender has many tools to help you create the perfect model for 3D printing. The first
consideration is scaling and dimensioning. If you stick with proportion around the initial
Blender cube, your model will be about 2mm x 2mm x 2mm. That's a pretty small model.
In  order  to  work  with  acceptable
measurements,  you  will  need  to  open  the
numeric side panel  on your  screen (the “N”
key).  When  creating  objects,  pay  close
attention  to  the  “Dimensions”  panel.  These
numbers  represent  millimeters.  While  most
slicing programs will  allow you to scale your
model, it is best to work in real units as much
as possible. 

Since you are now experts in using Blender after working through this book, you should
know these basic tools to help keep your model neat and clean:

• Extrude command (3-6)
• Remove Doubles (3-10)
• Recalculating/Flipping Normals (3-8)
• Boolean Modifier (3-18)
• Adding Faces(3-17)
• Spin Tool (revolved shapes) (20-4)

Working to keep your meshes manifold can be difficult at first, but as you become a 
Blender Ninja, this will become easier. 

Exporting Models

After you have completed your model and ready
to take it out of Blender to your slicing program,
there  are  a  few  more  tools  in  Blender  you  will
want to use. Blender now has an add-on called
3D Print Toolbox that is full of useful tools to make
sure your mesh is good for printing and exporting.
To enable the 3D Print Toolbox, go to “File” and
“User  Preferences”. In the “Add-ons” menu, find
the “Mesh: 3D Print Toolbox” option and enable it.
You will now see a tab called “3D Printing” at the
bottom of your other tool shelf tabs on the left. 
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RoboDude Asks: What do I do if I want to cut a hole through a block?
To keep your mesh manifold, the best option would be to make a cylinder that 
represents the hole, place it in your mesh in the correct location, then use a 
Boolean modifier to subtract the cylinder from the mesh.
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With  the  mesh  selected,  you
will see your tool options in the
3D Printing tool shelf tab. In this
example,  we  are  using  the
monkey head that has a lot of
problems. You will notice all of
the different errors that can be
detected  in  the  panel  and
their  settings.  For  example,
most 3D printing recommends
that overhangs be kept under
45  degrees,  but  many  times
that  can  be  set  to  a  higher
angle  and  still  work.  The
“Check All” button will  detect
any problems and list them at
the bottom of the panel.

If  you  go  into  Edit  Mode,  the
errors will turn into buttons that
will  highlight  on  the  mesh  for
you so you can fix them.

If you have a 3D printer with multiple extruder heads, or the ability to print in multiple
colors, The export feature in the 3D Printing tab can work well for that. When designing
a 3D model for printing that has several parts assembled for different colors (i.e. a name
plaque that uses one color part for the main part and another color part for the letters),
the parts need to be exported as .STL files that remember their exact locations in the
assembled models. To use the Export Path option in the tool shelf, follow these steps:

Set the Export Path to your saving location.

Select the Output file type (typically .STL).

Select a mesh and hit Export. The part should
export  to  your  saving location with  the file

and part name. Repeat the process for each part of the assembly. You are now ready
to take your files to your slicing program. We use Slic3r  in our lab which is free and easy
to use. For more information about Slic3r, go to www.slic3r.org
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For this simple activity, create a simple chess piece that could be 3D printed if you have
a printer available. The part could be a simple revolved or extruded pawn or something
more elaborate, like a rook, bishop, king, or queen. Want a bigger challenge?- design a
knight! If you have the time and the printer, why not make an entire chess set?

Pay close attention to the problems mentioned in the chapter. Your goal is to be able 
to run your model through the 3D Printing tool shelf checks and come back with zero 
errors in all categories (There may be some acceptable results, look for the bad ones). 

When finished, export the part as an .STL file.

** Call the instructor when finished **

Creating a Chess Piece
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Chapter 25 Reflection and Wrap-up:

3D Printing Design

3D printing has a bright future where they may become as popular as
paper printers are at home. Take a few moments to reflect on the unit.

1. Research  www.reprap.org to  learn  more  about  the  open  source  printer
movement.  There have been many printer  designs released through RepRap.
Which printers have you see in media or operation? If you were to build one for
yourself, which design would you choose and why? Explain.

2. Now that you have selected a possible 3D printer design, research the internet to
see if  the printer  is  available  as  a  kit.  Popular  sites  to  search are  Ebay and
Amazon. What did you find? Are they expensive? Search for instructional pdf files
or YouTube videos for assembling the printer. Do they look hard to assemble?
Explain.

3. Research another type of 3D printing other than extruded plastic systems. What is
another type of 3D printing that has a bright future (you may find several) and
why do you think it has promise? Explain.
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